
This calls for Uber Eats: Picky Friend - 30”

SFX:   We open on two female friends, Vanessa and Samantha,  catching up.  
   Vanessa offers Samantha a coffee.

Vanessa:  How about a coffee? Full cream okay? 

Samantha:  Actually, I don’t do lactose...

Vanessa:  Ah, this calls for some Soy Milk! 

Samantha:  Oh, no, well I couldn’t possibly drink milk from a bean…

Vanessa:  Okay...this calls for Oat Milk...

Samantha:  ...Are you serious?

Vanessa:  This calls for...Almond Milk?

Samantha:  Um...

Vanessa:  *Sighs* This calls for tea?

Samantha:  Perfect

SFX:   We hear the Uber Eats doorbell chime.

Vanessa:  Thank you.

Samantha:  Hey, do you have any milk?

Vanessa:  ...Get out.

VO:   This calls for Uber Eats - Now delivering groceries.  



This calls for Uber Eats: Home Owners - 30”

SFX:   We hear the rabble of a busy auction and hear the auctioneers voice...

Auctioneer:  THIRD AND FINAL TIME...AND SOLD!

Wife:   *Excited squeal* This calls for champagne! 

Husband:  Uh, babe, we have a mortgage now… 
   maybe something less…premium?

Wife:   Uh...This calls for a nice bottle of wine? 

Husband:  Um…

Wife:   This calls for an ordinary bottle of wine! 

Husband:  Well…

Wife:   (sighs) 
   This calls for a cask of wine. 

SFX:   We hear the Uber Eats doorbell chime.

Wife:   Thanks. 

Husband:  Huh. That’ll pair nicely with our...two-minute noodles...

VO:   This calls for Uber Eats - Now delivering Alcohol. 
   Must be 18+ with ID. Merchant’s liquor license in-app.   



This calls for Uber Eats: Waxing - 30”

SFX:   We hear calming music playing in a waxing salon.

Waxer:  Now hold still, this shouldn’t hurt a bit. 

SFX:   We hear a loud rip of a wax strip being removed from a  
   man’s hairy torso. He tries to mask his pain. 

Man:    This...calls for…

SFX:   We hear another rip followed by a gasp.  

Man:   *gasp* Ice. 

SFX:   The man then begins to  flinch in anticipation of the next wax strip.

Man:   And this calls for...

SFX:   We hear another painful rip, followed by a loud exhale. The man shakily  
   says

Man:   Aaaaloe vera.

Waxer:  Now, time to lose the towel. 

Man:   Uh, this calls for shaving cream and a razor.

SFX:   We hear the Uber Eats doorbell chime.

Man:   Oh thank goodness.

VO:   This calls for Uber Eats - Now delivering groceries. 


